teamtechnik is introducing phased production of transmission test benches

Fast delivery lead times with no restrictions on customer requirements. Thanks to its synergistic, modular production system teamtechnik can now offer you transmission test benches that extend beyond standard layouts to embrace specially adapted assemblies meeting individual customer requirements for use with all transmission types.

teamtechnik relies on a modular drive-system and software concept to offer optimal flexibility and superb quality as the basis for EOL testing. The compact, modular design of our COMPACT DRIVE machine platform allows us to produce efficient and economical combinations of standardized, high-availability machine design modules for application in the customer’s own specific processes. teamtechnik achieves significant reductions in engineering effort by employing standardized modules, processes and components providing proven performance.
This teamtechnik offer is rounded off by our own LabVIEW-based teamsoft.TEST software, an in-house development. This software controls the test sequence and manages communications with transmission ECUs.

The test stand is composed of standard components of proven performance potential that continue to profit from our ongoing advanced development (consisting of input-drive, output and control modules along with a central unit adapted to reflect the client’s specific individual requirements).

Our global service network is standing by to provide expert support 24 hours a day.